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ABSTRACT
The basic ideas and power counting rules of chiral perturbation theory are discussed. The
formalism of velocity dependent fields for baryons, and for hadrons containing a heavy quark,
is explained.
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Classically, the QCD Lagrangian with three massless quarks has a global U(3)L ×
U(3)R symmetry under which the left- and right-handed quark fields transform as the
fundamental representations of U(3)L and U(3)R respectively. As is well known, there is
an anomaly in the quantum theory so that only the SU(3)L × SU(3)R × U(1)V subgroup
of U(3)L × U(3)R is a good symmetry; the U(1)A axial symmetry is not preserved by
quantum corrections. (In this talk, I will not worry about global properties, so U(3) will
be considered to be equivalent to SU(3) × U(1).) The spectrum of physical states does
not form a representation of SU(3)L × SU(3)R×U(1)V , but only of the SU(3)V ×U(1)V
vector subgroup. For example, the baryon spectrum is not parity doubled, but is an
SU(3)V octet with baryon number one. This implies that the SU(3)L × SU(3)R × U(1)V
of the Lagrangian is spontaneously broken down to SU(3)V × U(1)V at a scale Λχ ∼ 1
GeV, so there are eight Goldstone bosons, the pi’s, K’s and η. The interactions of the
Goldstone bosons at energies much smaller than Λχ can be calculated using an effective
Lagrangian. The light quarks u, d, and s can be treated as approximately massless and
have masses that are small compared with Λχ, whereas the heavy quarks c, b and t are
those whose masses are large compared with Λχ. The heavy quarks are integrated out of
the low energy effective theory, and will be neglected in this discussion.
The chiral flavor symmetry is spontaneously broken by the vacuum condensate
〈
ψjR ψiL
〉
≡ a Σij , (1)
where a is the magnitude of the condensate, and Σ is the direction of the condensate in
flavor space. Σ is normalized so that ΣΣ† = 1. All orientations of Σ are equivalent vacuum
states, and can be rotated into each other by applying an SU(3)L×SU(3)R transformation,
under which
Σ→ LΣR† . (2)
The low energy excitations of the theory are ones in which the system is in a local vacuum
configuration at each point in space, but where the orientation of the vacuum varies slowly.
These configurations can be described by eq. (1) where the field Σ which describes the ori-
entation of the vacuum is now a slowly varying function of position. The excitation energy
can be made arbitrarily small by making the changes in Σ over arbitrarily large length
scales. These low energy excitations are the massless Goldstone bosons. Configurations
in which the magnitude of the condensate a changes with position have finite energy, and
can be neglected.
The low energy effective theory contains only the massless Goldstone boson modes.
This theory does not have infrared divergences because the Goldstone boson couplings
vanish at zero momentum. This is trivial to see; a zero momentum Goldstone boson
corresponds to a Σ field that is constant in space, i.e. to one of the vacuum configurations
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of the theory. Thus a zero momentum Goldstone boson is equivalent to nothing, and
cannot interact.
QCD is a complicated theory in which the origin of the symmetry breaking is non-
perturbative. There is no known way of explicitly deriving the low energy QCD effective
theory directly from the original QCD Lagrangian. One must therefore write down the
most general possible Lagrangian for the Σ field of the effective theory, consistent with
the chiral symmetries of the original QCD Lagrangian, eq. (2), and with C, P and T
invariance. The parameters of this effective Lagrangian can in principle be computed from
the QCD theory, but in practice, they have to obtained by comparison with experiment.
There is no term in the effective Lagrangian with zero derivatives. The only allowed term
is proportional to TrΣΣ†, and is a constant, since ΣΣ† = 1. This is a consequence of
zero-momentum Goldstone bosons being equivalent to the vacuum. The first term in the
effective Lagrangian has two derivatives, and is conventionally written as
L2 =
f2
4
Tr ∂µ Σ∂
µΣ† , (3)
and is the only allowed term with two derivatives. The field Σ is the exponential of the
Goldstone boson fields pi (the Goldstone boson fields should be thought of as angular
variables describing the vacuum rotation),
Σ(x) = e2ipi(x)/f , pi(x) = piA(x)TA, A = 1, . . . , 8 , (4)
and the SU(3) generators are normalized to TrTATB = 12δ
AB. Expanding eq. (4) and
substituting into eq. (3) gives
L2 = Tr ∂µpi∂
µpi +
1
2f2
Tr [pi, ∂µpi]
2
+ . . . . (5)
The higher order terms in the expansion of eq. (5) give non-linear Goldstone boson in-
teractions. All the interactions in eq. (5) are completely determined in terms of a single
unknown parameter f , the pion decay constant. Note that the 2pi, 4pi, 6pi, etc. terms
are related to each other by the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. This is a general
result; a spontaneously broken symmetry relates processes involving different numbers of
Goldstone bosons.
The effective Lagrangian also contains terms involving more than two derivatives. One
possible term involving four derivatives is
L4 = c
f2
4
1
Λ2χ
Tr ∂µΣ ∂νΣ
† ∂µΣ ∂νΣ† , (6)
where c is an unknown dimensionless coefficient. The term has been normalized relative
to the lowest order term eq. (3) by introducing a factor Λχ for each additional derivative.
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With this normalization convention, c is expected to be of order unity. Λχ is the scale at
which the derivative expansion of the effective theory breaks down, and will be called the
scale of chiral symmetry breaking. In QCD, Λχ is of order 1 GeV.
The effective Lagrangian gives an expansion for a multi-Goldstone boson scattering
amplitude in powers of momentum. For example, the pi−pi scattering amplitude is obtained
by expanding L up to order pi4. The leading order amplitude is of order p2/f2 from L2, the
first correction is of order cp4/f2Λ2χ from L4, etc. One must also consider loop graphs in the
effective Lagrangian. These graphs are in general infinite, and need to be renormalized. It
is extremely useful to use a mass independent renormalization scheme (such as dimensional
regularization and minimal subtraction) in an effective field theory. In such a scheme, the
dimensional scale µ introduced to regulate the graphs can only occur in the form logµ.
Consider, for example the pi-pi scattering graph of Figure 1, where the two vertices in the
graph are from L2. The form of the loop graph is
A =
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
p2
f2
p2
f2
(
1
p2
)2
, (7)
where p and k are generic momenta. Each four pion vertex from L2 is of order p
2/f2, the
two pion propagators are of order 1/p2, and k denotes the loop momentum. By dimensional
analysis, the loop integral must have the form
A ∼
1
16pi2f4
p4 log(p/µ) , (8)
where the 16pi2 is the standard factor that comes from loop diagrams. Note that the form
of the amplitude is determined (up to logarithms) by dimensional analysis, since there
can be no powers of µ in the Feynman graph. Thus a one loop graph with vertices from
L2 gives an amplitude which is of the same order in momentum as that from L4. The
µ dependence of A in eq. (8) is canceled by the µ dependence of the various coefficients
(such as c) in L4. A change in µ of order one produces a shift in the coefficient c of order
Λ2χ/(16pi
2f2). This suggests that one should define the scale Λχ to be 4pif ∼ 1 GeV
1), so
that c is then expected to be of order one. With this prescription, we see that the order p4
amplitude is given by a tree graph from L4 and a one loop graph from L2. This scheme can
shown to be consistent to all orders in the derivative and loop expansions1). In general,
one can show2) that an L loop graph with mk vertices from Lk contributes an amplitude
which is of the same order of magnitude as a contribution from Lm, where
m− 2 =
∑
k≥2
mk(k − 2) + 2L . (9)
Note that k ≥ 2, since the Lagrangian begins at order p2. Terms of order p4 can come
from L = 1, with mk = 0 for k > 2, or from L = 0 and mk = 1 for k = 4 and mk = 0
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for k > 4, i.e. one-loop graphs from the lowest order Lagrangian L2 or tree graphs from
the lowest order Lagrangian with one insertion of L4. This is precisely what was obtained
by an explicit computation for the pi − pi scattering amplitude. Similarly, terms of order
p6 can come from two-loop graphs using L2, one-loop graphs with one insertion of L4, or
tree graphs with two insertions of L4 or with one insertion of L6.
There is a very important consequence of eq. (9). The low energy effective theory gives
a scattering amplitude as a power series expansion in p/Λχ. If we work to a fixed order in
the momentum expansion, then only a finite number of terms in the effective Lagrangian
are relevant. Thus, the theory has only a finite number of parameters, and is equivalent
to a renormalizable theory. The number of parameters can be very large. However, since
the effective Lagrangian relates processes involving different numbers of Goldstone bosons,
there are (in principle) an infinite number of experimental amplitudes that can be fit to
a finite number of parameters. This method has been used with great success in QCD by
Gasser and Leutwyler3).
The QCD theory also has other states in the theory which are not Goldstone bosons,
the baryons, ρmesons, etc., which are generically called matter fields. The general theory of
the interaction of matter fields with Goldstone bosons was worked out by Callan, Coleman,
Wess and Zumino4). I will concentrate here on the baryon octet (p, n, Λ and Σ), but
the method is general and applies to the other cases as well. Matter fields transform as
definite representations of the unbroken SU(3)V symmetry group, but do not form definite
representations of broken chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R. The CCWZ result is that one should
pick any transformation property for the matter fields under chiral SU(3)L×SU(3)R that
reduces to the correct transformation property under the unbroken subgroup SU(3)V , and
use the most general possible Lagrangian consistent with the symmetries. Different choices
of the SU(3)L × SU(3)R representation can be shown to lead to the same S-matrix. For
example, in the case of the octet baryons, one can choose
B → LBL†, or B → RBR†,
or B → LBR†, or B → RBL† .
All of these reduce to the required octet transformation law B → V BV † for vector trans-
formations under which L = R = V . One commonly used choice is to use different
transformation laws for the left and right handed baryon fields,
BL → LBLL
†, BR → RBRR
†.
A more useful choice is to define the field ξ
ξ = eipi/f , Σ = ξ2 , (10)
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which has the SU(3)L × SU(3)R transformation law
ξ(x)→ L ξ(x)U(x)† = U(x) ξ(x)R† . (11)
This equation implicitly defines the matrix U in terms of L, R, and ξ. Note that U depends
on x through its dependence on ξ, even for a global SU(3)L×SU(3)R transformation. The
transformation law for the baryon fields is chosen to be
B → UBU † . (12)
Under vector transformations for which L = R = V , eq. (11) implies that U = V , so that
eq. (12) reduces to the required octet transformation law B → V BV †. The advantage of
the U basis is that the effective Lagrangian for the baryon fields has only terms in which
the pion is explicitly derivatively coupled, so that it is simple to take the low-momentum
limit.
The effective theory for baryons is conveniently written in terms of the fields
Vµ =
1
2
(
ξ∂µξ† + ξ†∂µξ
)
=
1
f2
[pi, ∂µpi] + . . . ,
Aµ =
1
2 i
(
ξ∂µξ† − ξ†∂µξ
)
=
1
f
∂µpi + . . . ,
(13)
that transform under SU(3)L × SU(3)R as Vµ → UVµU
† + ∂µUU
†, and Aµ → UAµU
†.
The leading order baryon Lagrangian is
L = TrB i /DB −mB TrBB −DTrBγ
µγ5{A
µ, B} − F TrBγµγ5[A
µ, B] , (14)
where D = ∂ + V is a covariant derivative, mB is the SU(3) invariant average mass of
the octet baryons, and D and F are the usual pion-nucleon axial coupling constants. This
Lagrangian contains a factor of mB , which is dimensionful. The existence of mB destroys
all the dimensional analysis arguments used in the purely Goldstone boson sector. In
particular, one can have loop corrections of order mB/Λχ (which is of order one), so that
radiative corrections are no longer small, and the entire calculational scheme breaks down.
There must exist an effective theory for the interaction of baryons with low momentum
pions, independent of the value of the baryon mass mB . This is true because baryon
number is a conserved quantity, and so the overall mass of the baryon can be factored out
of the problem. What is relevant is not the energy of the baryon, but whether it is off-shell
by an amount small compared to Λχ
5). Thus there must exist an effective field theory
describing the interactions of nearly on-shell baryons with low momentum pions. This
idea generalizes to other matter fields which carry a quantum number that is conserved by
the strong interactions, e.g. it applies to baryons and mesons containing a heavy quark.
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It cannot, however, be applied to ρ mesons, because a ρ meson can decay into two pions
with q2 of order m2ρ, so that an effective low energy description is not valid.
The theory of nearly on-shell baryons interacting with pions can be formulated in
terms of velocity dependent baryon fields,5) similar to the velocity dependent quark fields
introduced in the heavy quark effective theory6). The velocity dependent baryon field Bv
is related to the baryon field B by
Bv(x) = e
imBv·x
1 + v/
2
B(x) . (15)
In the rest frame v = (1, 0, 0, 0), the field Bv has only the particle components, and has
the rest energy mB factored out. The chiral Lagrangian eq. (14) written in terms of the
velocity dependent baryon fields is5)
L1 = TrBvi(v ·D)Bv −DTrBvγ
µγ5{A
µ, Bv} − F TrBvγ
µγ5[A
µ, Bv]. (16)
Note that the baryon mass term mBBB is no longer present in the Lagrangian. Thus
the dimensional analysis arguments in the meson sector apply, and one has a well defined
theory with which to compute loop corrections. The velocity dependent formalism is an
expansion about the mB = ∞ limit. One can include 1/mB corrections by including
higher dimension operators into the effective theory in a systematic way. The baryon-pion
interactions start at order p1, and the baryon propagator is i/k ·v. This changes the power
counting rules from eq. (9) to
n− 1 =
∑
k≥2
mk (k − 2) +
∑
r≥1
nr (r − 1) + 2L , (17)
for a graph containing one baryon line, L loops, mk insertions of the meson interactions
from Lk and nr insertions of the baryon interactions from Lr. The baryon chiral La-
grangian eq. (16) has been used to compute the leading non-analytic corrections to the
baryon axial currents7), masses8), non-leptonic decays9), magnetic moments10), weak ra-
diative decays11), the sigma term12), electromagnetic polarizibilities13) and electromagnetic
hyperon decays14). There has also been other extensive work on baryon chiral perturbation
theory.3)15)16)
One can also apply the velocity dependent formalism to mesons containing a heavy
quark, such as the B and B∗ mesons by introducing velocity dependent fields Bv and B
∗µ
v .
It is convenient to combine the two fields into a single field
Hv =
1 + v/
2
[/B∗v −Bvγ5] , (18)
which transforms under the heavy quark symmetry and chiral symmetry as
H → SHU † . (19)
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The field Hv can then be used to write down an effective Lagrangian for the interactions
of B mesons with pions which also respects heavy quark symmetries17). The leading terms
in the effective theory are
L1 = −iTrH(v ·D)H − gTrHAµγ
µγ5H . (20)
The chiral Lagrangian for baryons containing a heavy quark has been used to compute
corrections to fD and B − B mixing
18), the Isgur-Wise function19), radiative decays20),
masses21), and non-leptonic decays22). Some of these topics are covered by the other
speakers at this workshop.
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